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Video Poker - Optimum Play has been the best-selling book on video poker strategy for many years,

yet it never becomes outdated because the basics do not change, and things that do change are

updated with each printing. Video Poker - Optimum Play contains Dan's Precision Play rules which

distill the game strategy for the most popular games down to a few text-based rules, completely

obviating the need to memorize a list of strategy elements in a specific order. Now this expanded

235-page third edition includes much more discussion of a subject that's largely ignored in other

video poker books; that is the tactics of advantage play. Starting with a chapter on the difference

between tactics and strategy, it delves deeply into types of errors and how to avoid them, where to

play, when and why to play, evaluating promotions, utilizing coupons, optimizing your play, and

much more. There is necessarily more mathematics than in previous editions, but you can still get

most of the value out of the book even if you skip the math. This is the ideal starting point for

everyone interested in becoming a winning player, or to just improve your chances or winning while

having fun at for favorite games. It works hand-in-hand with Dan's Optimum Video Poker software

(available separately) to guide you to become a highly skilled advantage player.
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My review of this book is extremely favorable. I have read all the top books on video poker during

my career as a VP professional and this one stands out. Dan's Precision Play(tm) rules distill the

game strategy for the most popular games down to a few text-based rules, completely obviating the



need to memorize a list of strategy elements in a specific order. I love the fact that these rules can

be used independently of strategy cards or as a reinforcement to other strategy systems and as a

learning tool.One thing that really impressed me was Dan's inclusion of the mathematical basis for

VP strategy. Even though one can safely glossover the math (it is not necessary to understand the

math to be an advantage player), I would not personally believe anything that was told me if it did

not include the how and the why. Other books on video poker are lacking, in my opinion, the one

indispensable category without which all strategies are useless - "Faith."Another section which is

missing from most gambling books is the discussion of tactics, which is just as important as an

accurate strategy is. This a very useful book for beginners and veterans alike.

If your into the math this book is for you. It gets into how to tell when the progressives are turning a

machine or hand positive even temporarily such as when a 4 of Kind can turn the machine positive

until it hits. It shows the proper holds and ect. for the most common games. It might be a bit much

for a beginner but it will definitely give you a good education. Overall it is a must have in your video

poker library.

This is one of those books that you have to read it a couple of times to master the thing. It's ok, but

could have been written better.

Better written and user friendly than some other guides that I have read. Worth reading if you like

video poker.

Not detailed enough. You have to work to figure out the book. Great and useful info once you do.

Found this book to be exactly as site info stated.
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